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Main applications of active exoskeletons

1. Rehabilitation
o Stroke patients are requiring to achieve better and better motor recovery. 

The motor consequences typically include three major aspects: 
1. loss of control over muscles (hemiparesis),

2. emergence of muscle contractions and spams (spasticity) 

3. disruption of coordination in motor actions, including reaching and grasping

2. Robotic technology is mature for usage, possible coupling with 
Virtual Reality (VR):

o Active and highly repetitive movements performed;

o Rehabilitation trial is better controlled and objective analyzed by therapist; 

o Efficacy of VR rehabilitation approach proven by several studies

3. Technology is mature for usage, possible coupling with VR

o Recent evidences suggest that, following a period of rapid sensorimotor 
recovery in the first three months after stroke, improvement occurs more 
gradually for a period of up to two years and perhaps longer. 

o Several studies have attempted to investigate the efficacy of stroke 
rehabilitation approaches; 

o High-intensity and task specific upper limb treatment consisting of active, 
highly repetitive movement is one of the most effective approaches to arm 
function restoration.

Neuro-motor rehabilitation in stroke

� Hemiparesis of upper extremity represents a common impairment affecting 

patients after stroke

� American Heart Association estimates that it affects approximately 795 000 

people in the U.S. each year

� New robotics interfaces for rehabilitation can overcome some of the major 

limitations in the traditional assisted training movement:

o repeatability

o factors for assessing progress

o availability of skilled personnel

MIT Manus,(Hogan et al., 1992)

Armeo

commercially available 
replica of the T-WREX 
(Sanchez et al., 2005)

Armin, (Nef and Riener, 

2005)

L-Exos (Frisoli et al., 2005)
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Two factors playing a relevant role in the process 

of motor recovery

� However, it is not movement per se, obtained for example by means of 

passive mobilization, which is effective in recruiting plastic adaptation

� The key is: movement training associated with a task and volitional 

effort

o Functional recovery implies active movements…

o & Task oriented training

Review update

� Patients who receive electromechanical-assisted arm training after stroke 

are more likely to improve their generic activities of daily living and may 

improve arm function. 

� The findings indicate, however, that motor strength of the paretic arm is 

not more likely to improve when patients after stroke train with 

electromechanical devices or robots.

Mehrholz J, Hädrich A, Platz T, Kugler J, Pohl M. Electromechanical

and robot-assisted arm training for improving generic activities of daily

living, arm function, and arm muscle strength after stroke. Cochrane

Database Syst Rev. 2012;
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Outline

1. Does haptic feedback matter in 

neurorehabilitation?

2. Analyzing lateral shift 

3. Exoskeletons as a tool to assess motor 

learning

HAPTIC FEEDBACK CAN ENHANCE RETENTION

DOES HAPTIC FEEDBACK 

MATTER IN 

NEUROREHABILITATION?
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Clinical evaluation of rehab executed under 

three different conditions

� a) Motion tracking

� b) Haptic feedback

� c) Armeo Spring 

providing only gravity 

support for the arm

Objectives of the Randomized Control Trial (RCT) study

� 44 chronic stroke patients 

o were randomly allocated to one 

of the configurations 

o used the system for 35 minutes

• 5 days a week during 4 weeks

� RGS: only visual feedback 

provided as two virtual arms

� RGS-H: haptic feedback 

associated to virtual catch of 

ball

� RGS-E: gravity support of 

arm

Cameirao, Frisoli et al (2012) The Combined Impact of Virtual 

Reality Neurorehabilitation and Its Interfaces on Upper Extremity 

Functional Recovery in Patients With Chronic Stroke, Stroke
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Results of the RCT study

� Changes obtained in Fugl-Meyer Assessment at 

different Follow-up and under different conditions

Visual feedback Haptic feedback

Gravity support

ANALYZING LATERAL SHIFT
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� There are proofs in literature that gravity 
compensation leads to a recovery of motor 
abilities

o Rekensmeyer et al. (2006) 
• The first study demonstrated that individuals with chronic 

stroke whose arm function is compromised in a normal 
gravity environment can perform reaching and drawing 
movements  with gravity compensation. It has been 
demonstrated that exercising the affected arm over an eight 
week period improved unassisted movement ability

o Envelope abilities during various levels of limb 
support in the left, paretic limb (a) of a single 
subject, inverted for comparison to the non-paretic 
limb shown in (b). Axes units are in meters, and an 
individual’s outline is provided in the non-paretic 
(right) side for reference (“Shoulder abduction-
induced reductions in reaching work area following 
hemiparetic stroke: neuroscientific implications” 
Exp Brain Research (2007)   Sukal, Ellis et al.

Arm load support can enlarge workspace

Trackhold: a novel passive arm-support 

device

� The Trackhold is conceived in order to

o allow the measurement of the three components 

of position and the three components of 

orientation of the supported arm (Track) 

o at the same time, provide static balancing of 

the user arm self weight regardless of the 

configuration (Hold)

� The Trackhold employs a simple arm-balancing 

technique which aims at minimizing the joint 

torques (on shoulder and elbow joints)

o The working principle is based on the concept 

of the Combined Center of Mass (CCM). 

Trackhold: a novel passive arm-support device

To Appear in ASME Journal of Mechanisms & Robotics
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The Trackhold device

Combination with a serious game
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EXOSKELETONS AS A TOOL TO ASSESS

MOTOR LEARNING

Going forwards

� Reaching and grasp with hand exoskeleton
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Clinical evaluation

� 7 years of clinical evaluation of in 
stroke patients have shown its efficacy 
for upper limb rehabilitation:

o Integration with hand exoskeleton for 
rehabilitation of grasp

o EMG and BCI trigger for control of onset
of assistance and guidance of 
movement

The cubes game

� Treatment session
o in a 3D virtual environment the patient is asked 

to redo the puzzle shown in the central position; 

o the cubes are randomly placed around the 
picture

o The game is over when the patient finishes the 
whole puzzle.

� Evaluation session
o in the same environment the patient is asked to perform two similar task in 

which he/she has to move sequentially the cubes, from the periphery to the 
center (Basket exercise) and vice versa (Clock exercise).

Training

Evaluation #1 Evaluation #2

Inward movement Outward movement
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Chronic stroke rehabilitation with the L-Exos
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A Montagner, A Frisoli, Procopio C., B Rossi, et al. ,  A pilot 

clinical study on robotic assisted rehabilitation in VR with an 

arm exoskeleton device, Virtual Rehabilitation 2007, Venezia

Frisoli A., Procopio C. , Rossi B. et al. “Arm rehabilitation with 

a robotic exoskeleleton in Virtual Reality”, Proc. of IEEE ICORR 

2007, Intern. Conf.  on Rehabilitation Robotics

Effect of robotic assisted rehabilitation 

Frisoli et al, JNER 2012
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Alex: the new concept

Video
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